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1. INTRODUCTION 
A v, k, X group d$ference set (G, D) is a k-subset D = {di), i = l,..., k, 
taken from a group G of order v such that each element different from the 
identity e in G appears exactly X times in the set of differences (d,df-l}, 
where 0 < X < k < v - 1. Combinatorially, a v, k, h group difference set 
is equivalent to a v, k, h design having a collineation group which is transitive 
and regular on the elements and on the blocks of the design [I]. Thus, v, k, 
and X satisfy the relation [II] 
(v - 1)h = k(k - 1). (1.1) 
We call (G, D) Abelian when G is Abelian and cyclic when G is cyclic. A 
multiplier of a group difference set (G, D) is an automorphism w of G under 
which 
Dw = bDa (1.2) 
for some a, b E G. When G is Abelian, (1.2) simplifies to 
for some a E G. 
Do = Da (1.3) 
A skew-Hadamard esign is a v, k, h design with parameter values v = 4m- 1, 
k = 2m - 1, h = m - 1, m > 1 an integer, having a 0,l incidence matrix 
A of order v which satisfies 
and 
AAT = ATA = mI + (m - 1)J (1.4) 
A+AT= J-I, (1.5) 
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where AT is the transpose of A, I is the identity matrix of order 01, and J 
is the matrix consisting entirely of l’s of order v. Skew-Hadamard designs 
have been studied via their equivalent 1, -1 skew-Hadamard matrices 
of orders v + 1 = 4m, and have been shown to exist for infinitely many 
values of v[3, 5, IO, 131. Skew-Hadamard design incidence matrices have a 
number of applications. They are a special type of round robin tournament 
matrix [22], which occurs in the statistical method of paired comparisons [2] 
and has application in the behavioral sciences [7, 81. They have also been 
used in certain matrix constructions of combinatorial interest [5j. 
Here we shall be concerned with Abelian group difference sets which are 
also skew-Hadamard designs. We abbreviate “Abelian group difference set” 
to AGDS and “skew-Hadamard Abelian group difference set” to SHAGDS. 
Now the AGDS’s (G, D) with the inverse multiplier 
c :g+g-l,ge G 
form a class of v,k,h group difference sets for which a certain factorization 
of k - h in the cyclotomic number field involved can be handled [see Eq. 
(2.13, p. 789, in 4]. A s will be presently shown, the SHAGDS’s form another 
such class. This factorization is a key to obtaining further information about 
these difference sets. Now Bruck [I] has constructed SHAGDS’s for all 
orders v = p2~+1, p = 3(mod 4) a prime, and 01 > 0 an integer. He showed 
that the set D of all nonzero squares in the finite field GF(pza+l), when taken 
as elements of the elementary Abelian uddirive group G of GQza+l), form 
a SHAGDS (G, D). We shall show that a SHAGDS (G, D) can exist only 
when order (G) = v = p%+r, p = 3(mod 4) a prime, and a: 2 0 an integer, 
and when all the cyclic subgroups of G are of sufficiently small order relative 
to v. In particular, we shall show that if G is cyclic then v = p and, taking 
G as the additive group of integers modulo p, D must be either the set of 
quadratic residues or the set of quadratic nonresidues modulo p, and that 
if v = pa then G must be elementary Abelian. Thus the results in this paper, 
together with Bruck’s construction, go a certain distance towards characterizing 
SHAGDS’s. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Following Bruck, we may characterize a v,k,h AGDS (G, D) as a v,k,h 
design having a collineation group which is transitive and regular on the 
elements and on the blocks of the design as follows. Let the elements of the 
design be the elements in G, g, = e, g, ,..,, g, , and the blocks of the design 
the sets Dg, = {Qr ] i = l,..., k}, Y = l,..., v. Then every block has exactly 
k elements and, since d,gz = d,g, if and only if did;1 = g;lg8 for Y # s, 
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every pair of distinct blocks have exactly h elements in common, which 
shows that we indeed have a v,k,h design. The right regular representation 
of G is a collineation group of the design with the required properties. Let 
the 0,l incidence matrix for this design be A = [Q], of order v, where 
a,j = 
I 
l,gjEDgi 
0, g, $ Dgi * 
Now suppose that (G, D) is a SHAGDS where v = 4m - 1, k = 2m - 1, 
X = m - 1, m > 2 an integer. Then A satisfies (1.4) because (G, D) is a 
v,k,X design and satisfies (1.5) because the design is skew-Hadamard. Now 
by (1.5), aii = 0, and CZ,~ = 0 if and only if uji = 1, i # j, i,j = l,..., v. 
By (2.1) this means that e 4 D and that for all g E G, g # e, g E D if and only 
if g-l 4 D. 
LEMMA 2.1. If (G, D) is a SHAGDS and w is an automorphism of G then 
(G, 0”) is also a SHAGDS. 
Proof. Since w is an automorphism of G it is clear that if (G, D) is an 
AGDS then so is (G, 0”). Since e $ D and (e)w = e we have e +! Dw. Now 
let h = (g)w E G, where h # e and so g # e. Then h E Do if and only if 
g E D if and only if g-r .$ D if and only if h-l = (g-‘)w $ Do . This proves 
the lemma. 
From here on we let (G, D) be a SHAGDS where order(G) = v = 4m--1, 
k = 2m - 1, and h = m - 1, m > 2 an integer. Now let H be an Abelian 
group of order u > 1 which is a homomorphic image of G given by 
H = (G)Y, and let r = {xi}, i = 0, l,..., u - 1 be the Abelian character 
group of H, where x0 denotes the principal character (for a very nice set of 
exercises which develop most of the basic properties of Abelian group 
characters see [9, pp. 302-303, Exercises 3,5, and 63). For the positive integer 
Y we let 5,. denote exp (2+), the principal primitive rth root of 1, and let 
I?({,) denote the field of the rth roots of 1 over the rational field. We define 
on G the function 
(2.2) 
On H we define the function 
4) = C d(g) 3 
(0)Y-h 
(2.3) 
i.e., d(h) is the number of elements in D whose image in His h. We further 
define 
4(s) = C 4h,)x,#4, 0 < s < u - 1, (2.4) 
h,eH 
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and 
.y(s) FE c d(h,)xs(k;l), 0 < s < 24 - 1. (2.5) 
h&I 
Finally, for any set S we let 8 denote the “Kronecker delta” defined on S 
in the obvious way, i.e., for x, y E S, 
The particular meaning of 6 should be clear from the context in which it 
is used. Now for any integer S, 0 < s < II - 1, we have by (2.4) and (2.5) 
that 
IW’(s) = c, c 4w(MX8@lY’). (2.6) 
Letting h = Izr/Q, (2.6) becomes 
SW5’N = c ( c 4w(%~) xm. 
h&I h,& 
(2.7) 
Now by Bruck [I, p. 4691, letting e also denote the identity element in H, 
C d(k,)d(kk,) = (k - h)6(k, e) + Am (2.8) 
where w = o/u. Hence (2.7) becomes 
E(W(4 = 1 w - W@, 4 + WXa@) 
hEH 
= (k - 4 + ha c Xs@) 
heH 
or 
= (k - A) + hwzA(s, 0) 
&)l’(s) = k - h + M(s, 0). 
Now by (2.4) and (2.5) 
5(s) + 5’(s) = c (4) + 4V)xsW 
hcH 
BY (2.3) 
d(h) + wq = c 4) + C 4d 
W)!S’=h ~8)!F’-h-’ 
= ,,; h (4x) + dk-% 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
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(g)Y # e then g # e whence d(g) + d(g-l) = 1 and (2.11) becomes 
d(h) + Ll(h-l) = 2 1 = w, h # e. (2.12) 
(s)Y=h 
c d(h) = k = &(w - 1) 
hGf 
44 +; c (d(h) + W-l)) = $(uw - 1) 
AEH 
h#e 
d(e) + &(u - 1)w = &?(UW - 1), 
whence 
d(e) = $(w - 1). (2.13) 
Thus by (2.12) and (2.13), (2.10) becomes 
5(s) + c?(s) = w - 1 + w c XSW 
hHi 
h#c 
= -1 + w c xs(h) 
h&i 
or 
= -1 + wu&, 0) 
f(s) + c?(s) = -1 + v@, 0). (2.14) 
Hence by (2.14), 
5(s)I’(s) = -5(s) - P(s) + Gwts, 0). (2.15) 
Combining (2.9) with (2.15), noting that K - h = m and er = 4m - 1, 
we get 
4$(s) + 4&s) + 1 = --z, + 4+!(s) - 4% 0) 
or 
s=o 
s # 0, E(S) = f 1. 
(2.16) 
Before proceeding further, we need the following result. We give here an 
elementary proof using only the basic properties of finite-dimensional vector 
spaces and cyclotomic number fields. 
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LEMMA 2.2. If p and q are prime numbers, p < q, then R([,) n R(&) = R. 
Proof. If p = 2 then R([,) = R and the lemma is trivial. Suppose then 
that p > 2. We consider R(&,), R(&), and R(&,,) as vector spaces over R. 
Now ii? = {cDi j i = 0, l,...,p - 2) is a basis for R(&,) over R and 9X = 
$Ajij = 0, I,..., 9 - 2) is a basis for R(&) over R. We form W = {&,i{pi 1 i = 
, ,**a, p - 2; j = 0, l,...,q - 2) consisting of (p - l)(q - 1) = f#(pq) 
elements, where I+ denotes Euler’s phi-function. Now XC R([,) and 
dim(WS,,) I R) = &%I), h ence, if we can show that % spans R(J,) then 
we will know that ‘% is a basis for R([,) over R. Now it is easy to show for 
any integer Y satisfying 0 < Y < pq - 1 that there exist integers s and t, 
O<s<p-l,O<t<q-1,suchthat 
Then 
Y = sq + tp (mod pq). 
and since &,” and tgt are in the linear spans of L! and %R, respectively, r, 
is in the linear span of %. Since r was arbitrary, every element of R(&,,,) is 
in the linear span of R. Hence % is a basis for R(&,,J over R. Now if 7 E 
R(&,) n R(&) then v is in the linear span of both L? and !UI or 
where ai ,bj E R, i = 0, l,..., p - 2, j = 0, l,..., q - 2. But then 
9-2 a-2 
(a, - bo) + CaJi,' - C bj5qi = 0, 
i=l i=l 
and since L! C R, Iuz C 3, and B n ‘9X = {l}, we must have a, = b, ; ai = 0, 
i = I,..., p - 2; bj = 0, j = l,..., q - 2, whence 17 E R. Hence R(1,) n 
W,) = R. 
3. MAIN RIZSULTS 
We first prove a theorem which strongly restricts the orders v for which 
SHAGDS’s can exist. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let (G, D) be a SHAGDS where G is of order v. Then 
v = p”+l where p = 3(mod 4) is a prime and OL > 0 is an integer. 
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Proof. Let H = G so that r becomes the Abelian character group of G. 
Suppose that p is a prime divisor of v. Then since r is isomorphic to G, 
there is an element xr of order p in r. This means that xf(g) is a pth root 
of unity for every g E G. Thus by (2.4), f(j) E Ii(&), whence by (2.16), 
2/--v E R(5,). If 4 f P were another prime divisor of v, then by this same 
argument we would have e E I?([,), whence by Lemma 2.2, d/-v E R, 
which is impossible for v > 0. Hence v is divisible only by the prime p. 
Since v = 3(mod 4), this means that we must have v = pnu+l where p = 
3(mod 4) and OL > 0 is an integer. 
From here on we take v = p*=+r, p = 3(mod 4) a prime, 01 2 0 an integer, 
and let order (29) = u = pfl, where p is an integer satisfying 1 < /I < 2or + 1. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let (G, D) be a SHAGDS where v = pzu+l and let H be a 
homomorphic image of G of order pa. If H is cyclic then /3 < a: + 1. 
Proof. From (2.16) and (2.4), with K = $(v - I), we obtain 
(3.1) 
Now for any h, E H, we have from (3.1) that 
c d(h)Xn(hhT1) = I” 4 (1 _2/--e, +))xs(h;l), “, ; 0” 7 
heH 
whence 
U-l 
c c d(h)x,(hh;l) = h - $(l - 2/--o +))xl(h,l), 
s=O heH 5=1 
or 
Now 
whence the left side of (3.2) is zui(h,). Also 
U-l 
c x,(&l) = u8(h, , e) - 1. 
S=l 
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Hence (3.2) becomes 
U-l 
or 
WC+J = h - i(u+, , e) - 1) + & 1/-e, 1 E(s)x,@;~) 
.Y=l 
A@*) = & [v - dqh, , (3.3) 
Taking h, # e and replacing u and v by their respective powers of p in 
(3.3), we obtain 
d(h,) = ; [paol+l-8 + p-s d--p $s))c&h;‘)] . (3.4) 
We now take H to be cyclic of order u = pfi. Then r is also cyclic of order u. 
Let H be generated by the element h and let r be generated by the character 
x for which x(h) = 5, . We set xs = x8, s = 0, l,..., u - 1. Then letting 
h, = h’ # e, where r is any integer satisfying 1 < Y < u - 1 and denoting 
d(h’) by A(Y), (3.4) becomes 
A(Y) = ; [pz-+1-s + p-6 2/--p ~llc(s)i;“~] . (3.5) 
Thus, in order to evaluate A(Y) in (3.5) we will need to obtain a simple 
expression for 
U-l 
Q(Y) = C E(s)~;;~~ . 
a=1 
This is accomplished by the following lemma, the proof of which is given 
in Section 4. We let (X 1 p) denote the Legendre symbol with respect to p 
applied to the integer x. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Y = ny where n and v are integers satisfying (n, p) = 1, 
0 <v </I - 1, and 1 <cn <pS-v - 1. Then 
Q(Y) = -(n I p)~(pfl-“-~)pv 1/-p . (3.7) 
Hence by (3.6) and (3.7), (3.5) becomes 
A(Y) = 3[p2”+l-fi + (n 1 p)+~@-+)p”++*l]. (3.8) 
Now A(Y) must be an integer for every integer I, 1 < Y < u - 1. Hence 
by (3.8), pal-b+v+l must be an integer or 
p<a+1+v (3-9) 
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for every Y satisfying 0 < Y < /3 - 1. By taking v = 0 in (3.9) we obtain 
j3 6 OL + 1. This concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let (G, D) be a cyclic SHAGDS. Then v =p and, taking 
G as the additive group of integers module p, D is either the set of quadratic 
residues or the set of quadratic nonresidues module p. 
Proof. Since G is cyclic we may take H = G in Theorem 3.2. Then 
201 + 1 = /I < 01 + 1 for 01 3 0, which can only be satisfied for 01 = 0. 
Hence a = p. Now take G as the additive group of integers modulo p. Then 
O$D and for any LEG, 1 <n <p - 1, (3.8) becomes 
4) = Hl + (n I P)4)1. (3.10) 
By (3.10) and (2.2), n E D if and only if (n 1 p) = e(1). Hence D consists 
of either the quadratic residues or the quadratic nonresidues modulo p. 
As an Abelian group, G is a direct product of cyclic subgroups of orders 
which are powers of p, 
G = @ fi C&A); ei > 0, i = 1, . . . . f, 
i=l 
where C(psd) denotes the cyclic component of G of order pei, 
$,,ei = 2a: + 1, 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
and we take 
1 < e, < *** < e, . (3.13) 
We let 23, be the generator of C(pe$ i = I,...,f; whence the set of these 
generators is a basis for G, i.e., we can express any g E G in the form 
g =fiB~,O<yi<pLl. (3.14) 
f=l 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (G, D) be a SHAGDS for which we have (3.11), (3.12), 
and (3.13), where 01 3 1. Then 0, < 01. 
Proof. Now for g E G as given in (3.14) the mapping 
Y:g+ By/ 
f' 
all gEG, 
is a homomorphism of G onto its cyclic component C(pef). Hence by Theorem 
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3.2, 6, < 01 + 1. Suppose that 0, = a + 1 where a > 1. By Corollary 3.4, 
f> 1. Then for r = np, where (qp) = 1 and 1 <n <p - 1, we have 
in (3.8) that 
Pa, (n I P) = 4) 
A(y) = lo ) (n 1 p) = ---E(l) . (3.15) 
We note that (3.15) must hold for any SHAGDS (G, B). Now let y. = n&a 
be such that A(Y,) = pal and thus d(pQ - Y,,) = 0. Since the order of the 
group 
f-l 
e = @ IJ C(p%) 
i=l 
is pa, this means that every element g E G of the form 
g =g”B;o,g”d, 
must be an element of D. Now for g E G as given in (3.14) let o be the auto- 
morphism of G given by 
f-l 
w:g+ n Bj’* Bf? ( 1 all g E G, i=l 
where 
7 E yf + yrpe+l(modp%). (3.17) 
Then by Lemma 2.1, (G, DW) is also a SHAGDS. Now in particular, we 
have by (3.16) and (3.17) for yr = mpel-l, 0 < m <p - 1, that 
~:~B;~+B~B~ED~, (3.18) 
where 
r],, 3 Y, + mpa(modpU+l). (3.19) 
Examining (3.18) and (3.19), we see that for m = 0 we have BP E DW, 
while for m = -2ns(modp) we have BIAB\BI’” E Do for some integer h, 
0 < X < pel - 1. Hence for (G, P) with C(pef) = (G)Y we have A(Y,) > 0 
and A(pef - Y,,) > 0. This contradicts (3.15). Hence we cannot have 0, = 
a+l;whence9,<a. 
COROLLARY 3.6. If (G, D) is a SHAGDS where v = p3, then G is elemen- 
tary Abelian. 
Proof. Here a = 1; hence by Theorem 3.5, 0, = 0, = 0, = 1 in (3.11). 
48 11413-6 
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4. PROOF OF LEMMA 3.3 
For convenience, we restate Lemma 3.3. Recall that EC = pa, p = 3(mod 4) 
a prime, /3 > 1 an integer, and 
where r is an integer satisfying 1 < Y < u - 1 and B(S) = f 1, s = I,..., 
u - 1. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let Y = ny where n and v are integers satisfring (n,p) = 1, 
O<v<~-l,andl<n<pS--Y-l.Then 
Q(Y) = -(n 1 p)t(pB-“--l)p~ e. (4.2) 
Proof. We first show that certain of the values E(S) in (4.1) must be equal. 
Now the Galois group Q of R(&,) over R is cyclic of order 4(u) = pS-r@ - 1) 
and is generated by the automorphism T determined by 
where t is a primitive root modulo u. Since 6 is cyclic and +(u) is divisible 
by 2 there exists a unique subgroup R of index 2 in Q consisting of all auto- 
morphisms of R(&J fixing a quadratic subfield F over R elementwise. Since 
5I is unique, F is unique, and since R(2/-) C R(&J C R([,) we must have 
F = R(d/--p).Th e automorphisms in 6 - R, then, send 1/q into -e. 
We note that R is also cyclic and is generated by 72. Now from (3.1) we have 
U-l 
C 4i)c = - 4 + *pu d\/-p +), s # 0. 
i=O 
(4.3) 
Applying r2c, c an integer satisfying 0 < c < W(u) - 1, to both sides of 
(4.3) we see that 
E(SP) = E(S), s # 0, (4.4) 
where st2c is taken modulo II. Similarly, applying &+l, c an integer satisfying 
0 < c < &5(u) - 1, to both sides of (4.3), we see that 
e(sP+l) = -c(s), s # 0, (4.5) 
where st20+l is taken modulo u. 
Now any integer s, 1 < s < u - 1, may be written as s = mpp where m 
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and t.~ are integers satisfying (m, p) = 1, 0 < t.~ < j? - 1, and 1 < m < 
pa-p - 1. Hence (4.1) becomes 
B-1 &P--l 
SW = ,co 2, 4m~“) ex~(2m’(--rm)/~V. 
cm,9)=1 
(4.6) 
Now for every integer m, (m, p) = 1, 1 < m < pB-p - 1, there exists a 
unique integer p, 0 < p <d(u) - 1, for which m = tp(mod u). If n is any 
integer, pS-” + 1 < n < ~9 - 1, for which m = n(mod pa-p) then (n, p) = 1 
whence n = t”(mod U) for a unique integer u, 0 < u < 4(u) - 1. Then 
TV = tu(modpS-P), and since (t,p) = 1 we have P-U = l(modpc). Now 
t is a primitive root modulo pfl-~ of order +(pS-‘) = p@-‘l(p - I), which 
is an even integer. Hence p - u is even, whence m and n are both obtained 
as either even powers or odd powers oft modulo u. Now for each such integer 
m there are (u&S-p) - 1 = pp - 1 such integers n for which m = n(mod 
p&p), and all pc of these integers are generated as either even powers or odd 
powers of t modulo u. Hence, letting (X Ip) denote the Legendre symbol 
with respect to p applied to x, we have by (4.4) and (4.3, 
tmbJ-1 2+-"-l 
I C exp(%ri(---rP)/~-~) = pp C c(mp) exp(2&( -rm)/pf+) 
and 
c=o Tn=l 
(ml@=+1 
*&4)-l 
-c(p) C exp(2+( -rPc+l)/pS-“) 
c=o 
&'-1 
= p@ C c(mp@) exp(2&( -rm)/p-@). 
W&=1 
h(P)=-1 
Hence by (4.6), (4.7), and (4.8), we obtain 
Q(r) = f$+p~) 1 “Fil exp(2m’(--rP),p@a) 
*&.d-1 
- z. exp(2ti( --*t2c+1)/p6-fi),/ 
(4.7 ) 
(4.8) 
Now since 1 < r < u - 1, we can write I = ny where n and v are integers 
satisfying(n,p)=l,O,(v<~-l,andl,(n~~-V.Welet 
+pw-1 ~(ub1 
R,(p, v, n) G C exp(2&(-ntaO)/pY) = ,C, exp(2vri(-rt2c)/p@-“) 
c=o 
(4.10) 
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and 
a&L-l *~(ub-l 
Rl(P, "3 n) = C exp(2ni( -fztzc+l)/pY) = C exp(2ai( -rt2c+1)/P@-~), 
C=O C=O 
(4.11) 
where y = j3 - Y - p. Now if y < 0, then every term in each of the sums in 
(4.10) and (4.11) is 1, whence 
Rob, v, n) - R,(P., v, 4 = 0, P 3 B - v. (4.12) 
Now suppose that y > 0. Since p = 3(mod 4) we have (n 1 p) = + 1 if and 
only if (--n 1 p) = - 1. For any integer x which is a prime power of p, let 
us denote the set of quadratic residues modulo x and relatively prime to p 
by QR(x) and the set of quadratic nonresidues modulo x and relatively 
prime to P by QNR(x). Now as c runs from 0 to &j(u) - 1, t2c runs once 
through QR(u) and tgcfl runs once through QNR(u); whence --nt*c runs 
once through QR(u) or QNR( u accordingas(nIp)=-lor(n)p)=+l, ) 
and -+~t~~+l runs once through QR(u) or QNR(u) according as (n ) p) = + 1 
or (TZ 1 P) = - 1. Hence as c runs from 0 to Q+(U) - 1, --nt2c runs u/pv = 
p~+~ times through QR@y) or QNR(p y accordingas(n Ip) = -1 or(nlp) = ) 
+ 1, and --r~t~~+~ runs pp+” times through QR(py) or QNR(py) according as 
(n 1 P) = + 1 or (n I p) = -1. Hence by (4.10) and (4.1 l), R,(p, v, n) and 
%(P, v, 4 are 
plr+v c exp(2+?/py) 
qH2RW’jv) 
and pp+ *EoIipy) exp(2niqlpv) 
in some order. Now suppose further that y > 2. If @ E QR(py) is such that 
1 < q < py-l - 1 then Q E QR(p+), and if q’, 1 < q’ < py - 1, satisfies 
q’ = g (mod ppl) then q’ E QR(py). Furthermore, every q’ E QR(pr) satisfies 
q’ = ij (mod prl) for some p E QR(p+). Hence 
9-l 
C C exp(27@ +jP+)/Py) 
&lRW’--l) f=O 
9-l 
= C expP@/Py) C exG+/P) 
&R(PY--I) ho 
= 0 (4.13) 
since 
D-l 
C exp(27rijp) = 0. 
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By a similar argument we also have 
C exp(2?riqlpv) = 0. (4.14) 
PEQNRW) 
Thus by (4.13) and (4.14), we have I&&, Y, n) = RI& Y, n) = 0, y 2 2, or 
%(P, v, 4 - R,(P, v, 4 = 0, P < B - v - 2. (4.15) 
There remains, then, the case where y = 1 or p = p - Y - 1. Here, 
according to the argument following (4.12), 
c 5pq, (n lp) = -1 
wQR(P) 
R,(P, y, 4 = (4.16) 
P-’ c Lq, (n I P) = + 1, 
acQh’R(s) 
and 
P-’ c tiq, (n IP) = -1 
wQNR(P) 
R,(P, v, 4 = 
c cP,(~IP)= +1. 
QEQR(B) 
Thus 
(4.17) 
%(P, “9 4 - R,(P, ~3 n) = -(n I P)P-’ 1 C 5,” - C 
wQR(8) 
(4.18) 
Now 
hence 
Furthermore, 
c 
seQNR(p) 
9-l 
2 qE;(P) 5," + 1 = c tip a 
j-0 
(4.20) 
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Now the value of the Gaussian sum on the right side of (4.20) is 1/=rir; 
[6, p. 1971; hence by (4.19), (4.18) becomes 
R&L, v, n) - R,(p, v, n) = -(n 1 p)pfl-’ dq, p = j3 - Y - 1. 
Hence by (4.10), (4.11), (4.12), (4.15), and (4.21), (4.9) becomes 
(4.21) 
which is (4.2). 
Note added in Proof. The author is grateful to Dr. Richard Turyn for 
calling to his attention that Corollary 3.4 was essentially also proved in [24]. 
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